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The fairy tale feature, Snow White and the Seven Dwarves characters: Snow White, Queen Mirror, Dwarf 1, Dwarf 2, Dwarf 3, Dwarf 4, Dwarf 5, Dwarf 6, Dwarf 7, Prince script.

Narrator: Once upon a time there was a king who had a daughter with very black hair. She was sweet and pretty, and everybody loved her. You are very beautiful, my queen. But Snow White with her black hair was a princess who lived long long ago. Her mother died, and her father remarried. Her new stepmother wants to kill her because Snow White is more beautiful than she is. Then Snow White runs away and hides in a small cottage that belongs to seven dwarfs. The stepmother finds her and kills her.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Once upon a time in a great castle, a prince's daughter grew up happy and contented in spite of a jealous stepmother. She was very pretty with blue eyes and long black hair. Her skin was delicate and fair, and so she was called Snow White. Everyone was quite sure she would become very beautiful.

Synopsis:

The beautiful and kindhearted princess Snow White charms every creature in the kingdom except one—her jealous stepmother, the Queen. When the magic mirror proclaims Snow White the fairest one of all, she must flee into the forest where she befriends the lovable seven dwarfs: Doc, Sneezy, Grumpy, Happy, Bashful, Sleepy, and Dopey. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs by Sharon Harrison, published February 2020, suitable for all groups. Price: £6.00. A refreshing new take on the classic fairy tale, it features Snow White, the evil Queen Narcissa, Nurse Poppy Cox, Fairy Kindheart, Prince David of Essex, and seven vertically challenged persons, when Snow White becomes the most beautiful in all the land. Her jealous stepmother decides to have her killed, however, the huntsman is afraid of the sight of blood and lets Snow White flee into the forest. Where she meets the seven dwarfs, they attempt to protect Snow White but aren't very effective.

Script:

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs free download as Word Doc, Docx, PDF file, text file, or read online for free. Movie script, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a 1937 American animated film that was the first full length Disney animated cartoon ever made about Snow White, who pursued by a jealous Queen hides with seven dwarfs. The Queen feeds her a poison apple, but the prince awakens her with a kiss. Directed by David Hand, written by Ted Sears.
creedon otto englander dick rickard earl hurd merrill, soon after seven dwarfs came into their house when they saw snow white they got surprised and said what is this girl doing here after some time she became friends with the seven dwarfs she cooked food and danced with them also see amazing snow white gallery but one day the queen witch found out that the princess was still alive, snow white and the seven dwarfs is a fairy tale play for children in grades 2 6 the play has a modern twist with a prince who tries to use his cell phone and ipad to save snow white it is based on the original snow white story in which the hunter is supposed to kill snow white and bring her heart, snow white and the seven dwarfs the incomparable screen classic is a simple and heartfelt story of a charming little princess saved from the evil deeds of her wicked step mother the queen by taking refuge in the forest in the house of a group of seven adorable dwarfs, chapter 1 snow white and the seven dwarfs soon after that she had a little daughter who was as white as snow and as red as blood and her hair was as black as ebony and she was therefore called little snow white and when the child was born the queen died after a year had passed the king took to himself another wife she was a beautiful woman, snow white worksheets snow white and the seven dwarfs play script level elementary age 9 17 downloads 859 snow white story mini book level elementary age 8 17 downloads 591 snow white level intermediate age 9 14 downloads 504 snow white level elementary age 9 100 downloads 353 snow white colors dressing up my seven dwarfs, snow white and the seven dwarfs short story script on august 6 2020 by jaka santuy snow white the queen's fair daughter snow white and the seven dwarfs esl scripts wisconsin warner brothers fairy tale adaptions of clic snow, snow white and the seven dwarfs script with two good fairies and a wicked queen this script has some great parts for women this is a bang up to date and hilarious re telling of the story of the moment with some charming surprises who else would have a dwarf called disney, snow white and the seven dwarfs classics on stage art by chuck quint the script plays beautifully and holds the complete attention of the audience with its broad comedy zany characters and clever dialogue snow white marie young person bright school back to top classics on stage on stage po box 25365 chicago, snow white and the seven dwarfs is the first animated cartoon feature in the disney animated features canon the first animated feature in technicolor it was made and produced by walt disney productions premiered on december 21 1937 and was originally released to theatres by rko radio pictures on february 8 1938 based upon the fairy tale snow white by the brothers grimm the film's plot, images screencaps and blog for snow
white and the seven dwarfs share images screencaps and wallpapers from popular movies tv shows and anime with friends on social media quickly and easily, grimmly speaking snow white aka little snow white show white is a curious story because the two main characters live very far apart from each other each time the evil queen tries to harm little snow white she has to travel over seven mountains, snow white play script drama notebook 2020 04 30t19 52 21 00 00 9 pages approximately 20 minutes parts for 15 actors ages 9 18 when a beautiful princess is banished by her evil stepmother she befriends seven dwarfs who try to keep her out of harms way this nine page script stays true to the original grimms fairy tale it is, not your typical holiday wishes but this iconic poisoned apple sketchbook ornament from snow white and the seven dwarfs is mighty tempting 465069790512 465069790512 quick shop snow white classic doll with pendant 11 1 2 16 99 new still the fairest one of all our snow white classic doll makes fairytale dreams come true, snow white lie there in the coffin a long long time and she did not decay but looked like she was asleep for she was still as white as snow and as red as blood and as black haired as ebony wood now it came to pass that a prince entered these woods and happened onto the dwarfs house where he sought shelter for the night, snow white play script for kindergarten on august 14 2020 by jaka santuy embly ideas primary ks1 ks2 seven dwarfs play script snow white script esl worksheet by fairy tale play scripts for s, the story of snow white and the seven dwarves grimm s fairy tale version translated by margaret hunt language modernized a bit by leanne guenther once upon a time long long ago a king and queen ruled over a distant land the queen was kind and lovely and all the people of the realm adored her, snow white skips in with a basket full of goodies to a village narrator once upon a time there was a pretty girl named shiela who had skin as pure white as a morning snow people swear it sparkled in the sunlight like a cool winter sunrise snow white gives the narrator an annoyed and embarrassed look snow white get on with the story narrator, snow white amp the seven dwarfs very flexible large cast size running time under an hour the school play package gives you rights to edit the script change roles cast size add music make dvd video amp make any other changes to fit your students amp your production, snow white and the seven dwarfs is a broadway play that debuted at the little theatre on west 44th street new york city on october 31 1912 based on the stories by the brothers grimm it was produced by winthrop ames who had written it under the pseudonym jessie braham white the play met with favorable reviews and became the basis for the 1916 film snow white, a script for a 20
minute play with 18 characters its a funny take on the classic fairy tale snow white and the seven dwarfs i took the classic story and modified it to be fun for kids to perform it has very simple lines that are perfect for esl efl students all characters have a decent number of lines so no one feels they did not get a good part, snow white takes refuge in the forest in the house of seven dwarfs to hide from her stepmother the wicked queen k i d s i n co com free playscripts for kids script narrator once upon a time a king and queen ruled over a distant land one winter day the queen was doing needle work while looking through the window when a bird flew, snow white and the seven dwarfs version 3 by james barry a traditional panto with jokes and silliness including a cracking comedy cookery routine the time honoured tale of princess meets chaps of reduced stature a poisoned apple and a happy ending read the complete script on the lazy bee scripts website, snow white and the seven dwarfs is a 1937 american animated musical fantasy film produced by walt disney productions and originally released by rko radio pictures based on the 1812 german fairy tale by the brothers grimm it is the first full length cel animated feature film and the earliest disney animated feature film the story was adapted by storyboard artists dorothy ann blank richard, snow white and the seven dwarfs eleanor mcleod june 12 2015 july 10 2015 esmecooper entering with a dramatic flourish well hello everybody im here i dont think you need to look any further for your miss world why not save the expense of a lavish show and just crown me now why am i so sure, snow white and the seven dwarfs pantomime script £ 0 00 since snow whites father died the wicked queen malevolent has ruled the kingdom with an iron fist her sidekick heinrich the henchman and mirror mirror trapped under her control, voila finally the snow white and the seven dwarves script is here for all you quotes spouting fans of the disney movie this script is a transcript that was painstakingly transcribed using the screenplay and or viewings of snow white and the seven dwarves, snow white and the prince during the parade at disney parks snow white with aurora and rapunzel on the princess unit in mickey s soundsational parade snow white in the dwarfs cottage at the end of seven dwarfs mine train, this is my christmas themed alternative to a traditional snow white pantomime script with a very special man in the mirror on the block and a host of colourful characters including seven of santa s finest christmas elves this snow white is the perfect script for a christmas spectacular, as pantomimes go it did nothing for me however on my recent visit to the medina theatre i was blown away by the wight strollers production of snow white and the seven dwarfs by alan p frayn if you
judge the show by the audience reaction then this was a resounding success, snow white and the seven dwarfs captivating imaginative treatment of the popular grimm brothers tale 2 acts 11 characters 2 men 2 women plus 7 dwarfs men or women and live voice over role of the mirror which can be played by the prince if desired, snow white and the seven dwarfs by brothers grimm text size a a a it was in the middle of winter when snow was falling around that a certain queen sat working at her window the frame of which was made of fine black ebony and as she was looking out upon the snow she pricked her finger and three drops of blood fell upon it then she, parental guidance some material of this video may not be suitable for children below 13 years of age snow white and the seven dwarfs in english story e, mirror over the seven jewelled hills beyond the seventh fall in the cottage of the seven dwarfs dwells snow white fairest one of all queen snow white lies dead in the forest the huntsman has brought me proof behold her heart mirror snow white still lives the fairest in the land, this script is licensed for amateur theatre by noda ltd to whom all enquiries should be made www noda org uk email info noda org uk a note from the writer snow white and the seven dwarfs is one of the most popular titles of all pantomimes probably because it is known to all generations through the famous disney cartoon, when the sun rose snow white awoke how frightened she was when she saw the seven dwarfs but they were friendly and asked her name snow white she replied the eldest dwarf said well snow white if you will take care of our house then you may live here and snow white agreed with all her heart, snow white and the seven dwarfs musical weiss snow white the queen s fair daughter snow white and the seven dwarfs as performed by professor tj barker s troupe of theatricals snow white and the seven dwarfs musical pickering one magic kiss snow white and the seven dwarfs, narrator 1 snow white told the seven dwarfs about her walk in the forest with the woodcutter narrator 2 she told them that queen bella wanted to kill her snow white i must go home i want to tell my father about queen bella please take me to the castle thinnest dwarf you cant go to the castle, narrator as music plays sadly the woodcutter called for snow white enter snow white he told her they were going on a picnic he took her by the hand and led her deeper and deeper into the dark dark woods after a while snow white felt tired they had walked for miles snow white sat down the woodcutter took his axe
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Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs KIDSINCO.com

September 10th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was a princess who lived long long ago. Her mother died and her father remarried. Her new stepmother wants to kill her because Snow White is more beautiful than she is. Then Snow White runs away and hides in a small cottage that belongs to seven dwarfs. The stepmother finds her and kills her.

Original Tale Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

September 12th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was a princess who lived long long ago. Her mother died and her father remarried. Her new stepmother wants to kill her because Snow White is more beautiful than she is. Then Snow White runs away and hides in a small cottage that belongs to seven dwarfs. The stepmother finds her and kills her.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Movie Script

September 13th, 2020 - Synopsis The beautiful and kindhearted princess Snow White charms every creature in the kingdom except one her jealous stepmother the Queen. When the Magic Mirror proclaims Snow White the fairest one of all she must flee into the forest where she befriends the lovable seven dwarfs Doc, Sneezy, Grumpy, Happy, Bashful, Sleepy, and Dopey.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Pantomime Scripts from

September 12th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs by Sharon Harrison published February 2020 Suitable for All Groups Price £6.00 A refreshing new take on the classic fairy tale. It features Snow White the evil Queen, Narcissa, Nurse Poppy Cox, Fairy Kindheart, Prince David of Essex, and seven vertically challenged persons.

Kids Scripts KS2 Kids comedy also for Christmas

September 8th, 2020 - When Snow White becomes the most beautiful in all the land, her jealous stepmother decides to have her killed. However, the Huntsman is afraid of the sight of blood and lets Snow White flee into the forest where she meets the Seven Dwarfs. The Dwarfs attempt to protect Snow White but aren't very effective.

Script Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Snow White

September 11th, 2020 - Script Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Free download as Word Doc, docx, PDF File, or read online for free. Movie script.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 1937 film Wikiquote

September 13th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a 1937 American animated film that was the first full-length Disney animated cartoon ever made about Snow White who pursued by a jealous queen hides with seven dwarfs. The queen feeds her a poison apple but The Prince awakens her with a kiss. Directed by David Hand. Written by Ted Sears, Richard Creedon, Otto Englander, Dick Rickard, Earl Hurd, and Merrill.

Snow White Short Story Bedtimeshortstories

September 13th, 2020 - Soon after seven dwarfs came into their house. When they saw Snow White they got surprised and said “What is this girl doing here?” After some time she became friends with the seven dwarfs. She cooked food and danced with them. Also see Amazing Snow White Gallery. But one day the queen witch found out that the princess was still alive.

Snow White Play Script amp Worksheets Teachers Pay Teachers

September 8th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a fairy tale play for children in grades 2-6. The play has a
modern twist with a prince who tries to use his cell phone and iPad to save Snow White. It is based on the original Snow White story in which the hunter is supposed to kill Snow White and bring her heart.

**Scripts For School Theatre Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs**
September 8th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The incomparable screen classic is a simple and heartfelt story of a charming little Princess saved from the evil deeds of her wicked step mother the Queen by taking refuge in the forest in the house of a group of seven adorable Dwarfs.

**Grimm Jacob and Wilhelm Household Tales Margaret Hunt**
September 7th, 2020 - Chapter 1: Snow white and the seven dwarfs. Soon after that she had a little daughter who was as white as snow and as red as blood and her hair was as black as ebony and she was therefore called Little Snow white. And when the child was born the Queen died. After a year had passed the King took to himself another wife. She was a beautiful woman.

**Snow White script ESL worksheet by lady alicze**
September 10th, 2020 - Snow White worksheets. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Play Script Level elementary Age 9 17 Downloads 859 Snow White Story Mini Book Level elementary Age 8 17 Downloads 591 Snow White Level intermediate Age 9 14 Downloads 504. Snow White Level elementary Age 9 100 Downloads 353 Snow White COLORS dressing up my Seven Dwarfs.

**Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs Short Story Script Snow**
August 6th, 2020 - Snow White And The Seven Dwarfs Short Story Script. On August 6 2020 By Jaka Santuy Snow white the queen's fair daughter snow white and the seven dwarfs esl scripts wisconsin warner brothers fairy tale adaptations of classic snow.

**Snow White Script Snow White Pantomime Script Ben**
September 9th, 2020 - SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS SCRIPT. With two good fairies and a Wicked Queen this script has some great parts for men. This is a bang up to date and hilarious re telling of the story of the moment with some charming surprises who else would have a dwarf called Disney.

**Children s Theatre Script and Play Descriptions Classics**
September 12th, 2020 - SNOW WHITE and THE SEVEN DWARFS Classics. The script plays beautifully and holds the complete attention of the audience with its broad comedy zany characters and clever dialogue. SNOW WHITE Marie young person BRIGHT SCHOOL Back to TOP Classics On Stage On Stage PO Box 25365 Chicago.

**Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Moviepedia Fandom**
September 12th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is the first animated cartoon feature in the Disney animated features canon the first animated feature in Technicolor. It was made and produced by Walt Disney Productions premiered on December 21 1937 and was originally released to theatres by RKO Radio Pictures on February 8 1938. Based upon the fairy tale Snow White by the Brothers Grimm the film s plot.

**Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Screencaps Images**
September 13th, 2020 - Images Screencaps and Blog For Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Share Images Screencaps and Wallpapers from Popular Movies TV Shows and Anime with friends on social media quickly and easily.

**Grimmly Speaking® Snow White Little Snow White Stage**
September 6th, 2020 - Grimmly Speaking Snow White aka Little Snow White. Snow White is a curious story because the two main characters live very far apart from each other. Each time the Evil Queen tries to harm Little Snow White she has to travel over seven mountains.

**Snow White Play Script for Kids and Teens Royalty Free**
September 13th, 2020 - Snow White Play Script Drama Notebook 2020 04 30T19 52 21 00 00 9 pages approximately 20 minutes. Parts for 15 actors Ages 9 18. When a beautiful princess is banished by her evil stepmother she befriends seven
dwarfs who try to keep her out of harm’s way. This nine page script stays true to the original Grimm’s Fairy Tale. It is

Snow White Dresses Shirts Toys Gifts & More shopDisney
September 13th, 2020 - Not your typical holiday wishes but this iconic Poisoned Apple Sketchbook Ornament from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is mighty tempting. 465069790512 465069790512 Quick Shop Snow White Classic Doll with Pendant – 11 1 2 16 99 New Still the fairest one of all our Snow White Classic Doll makes fairytale dreams come true.

Grimm 053 Little Snow White
September 12th, 2020 - Snow White lay there in the coffin a long long time and she did not decay but looked like she was asleep for she was still as white as snow and as red as blood and as black haired as ebony wood. Now it came to pass that a prince entered these woods and happened onto the dwarfs house where he sought shelter for the night.

Snow White Play Script For Kindergarten Snow Images and
August 15th, 2020 - Snow White Play Script For Kindergarten On August 14 2020 By Jaka Santuy Embly ideas primary ks1 ks2 seven dwarfs play script snow white script esl worksheet by fairy tale play scripts for s.

The Story of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves
September 14th, 2020 - The Story of Snow White and the Seven Dwarves Grimm’s Fairy Tale version translated by Margaret Hunt language modernized a bit by Leanne Guenther. Once upon a time long long ago a king and queen ruled over a distant land. The queen was kind and lovely and all the people of the realm adored her.

Snow White and the 7 Kachus a free children’s play script
September 10th, 2020 - Snow White skips in with a basket full of goodies to a village. NARRATOR Once upon a time there was a pretty girl named Shelia who had skin as pure white as a morning snow. People swear it sparkled in the sunlight like a cool winter sunrise. Snow White gives the narrator an annoyed and embarrassed look. SNOW WHITE Get on with the story. NARRATOR.

Snow White Fun Easy Play Script for Kids to Perform
September 12th, 2020 - Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs. Very flexible large cast size. Running time under an hour. The School Play Package gives you rights to edit the script, change roles, cast size, add music, make DVD Video and make any other changes to fit your students' amp your production.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 1912 play Wikipedia
September 9th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a Broadway play that debuted at the Little Theatre on West 44th Street New York City on October 31 1912. Based on the stories by the Brothers Grimm, it was produced by Winthrop Ames who had written it under the pseudonym Jessie Braham White. The play met with favorable reviews and became the basis for the 1916 film Snow White.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Play Script ESL
September 8th, 2020 - A script for a 20 minute play with 18 characters. It’s a funny take on the classic fairy tale Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. I took the classic story and modified it to be fun for kids to perform. It has very simple lines that are perfect for ESL EFL students. All characters have a decent number of lines so no one feels they did not get a good part.

Snow White K I D S I N CO com Free Playscripts for Kids
September 12th, 2020 - Snow White takes refuge in the forest in the house of seven dwarfs to hide from her stepmother the wicked Queen. K I D S I N CO com – Free Playscripts for Kids. SCRIPT NARRATOR Once upon a time a king and queen ruled over a distant land. One winter day the queen was doing needle work while looking through the window when a bird flew.

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Version 3 by James Barry
August 19th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Version 3 by James Barry. A traditional panto with jokes and silliness including a cracking comedy cookery routine. The time honoured tale of Princess meets chaps of reduced stature.
a poisoned apple and a happy ending Read the complete script on the Lazy Bee Scripts web site

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 1937 film Wikipedia
September 14th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is a 1937 American animated musical fantasy film produced by Walt Disney Productions and originally released by RKO Radio Pictures Based on the 1812 German fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm it is the first full length cel animated feature film and the earliest Disney animated feature film The story was adapted by storyboard artists Dorothy Ann Blank Richard

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Eleanor McLeod Drama For
August 13th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Eleanor McLeod June 12 2015 July 10 2015 esmeecooper Entering with a dramatic flourish Well hello everybody I’m here I don’t think you need to look any further for your Miss World Why not save the expense of a lavish show and just crown me now Why am I so sure

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Pantomime Script Alex
August 19th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Pantomime Script £ 0 00 Since Snow White’s father died the wicked Queen Malevolent has ruled the kingdom with an iron fist her sidekick Heinrich the Henchman and Mirror Mirror trapped under her control

Snow White And The Seven Dwarves Script transcript from
September 12th, 2020 - Voila Finally the Snow White And The Seven Dwarves script is here for all you quotes spouting fans of the Disney movie This script is a transcript that was painstakingly transcribed using the screenplay and or viewings of Snow White And The Seven Dwarves

Snow White Gallery Disney Wiki Fandom
September 13th, 2020 - Snow White and the Prince during the parade at Disney Parks Snow White with Aurora and Rapunzel on the Princess unit in Mickey s Soundsational Parade Snow White in the Dwarfs Cottage at the end of Seven Dwarfs Mine Train

Snow White and the Seven Christmas Elves Pantomime Script
June 22nd, 2020 - This is my Christmas themed alternative to a traditional Snow White pantomime script With a very special man in the mirror on the block and a host of colourful characters including seven of Santa s finest Christmas elves this Snow White is the perfect script for a Christmas spectacular

Snow White amp the Seven Dwarfs Pantomime Script by Alan P Frayn
September 6th, 2020 - As pantomimes go it did nothing for me – however on my recent visit to the Medina Theatre I was blown away by The Wight Strollers production of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs by Alan P Frayn If you judge the show by the audience reaction then this was a resounding success “

Children s Theatre Play Script Snow White And The Seven
September 11th, 2020 - Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs Captivating imaginative treatment of the popular Grimm Brothers tale 2 Acts 11 characters 2 men 2 women plus 7 dwarfs men or women and live voice over role of the Mirror which can be played by the Prince if desired

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Short Kid Stories
September 13th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs By Brothers Grimm Text size A A A It was in the middle of winter when snow was falling around that a certain queen sat working at her window the frame of which was made of fine black ebony and as she was looking out upon the snow she pricked her finger and three drops of blood fell upon it Then she

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in English Stories for
September 11th, 2020 - Parental Guidance Some material of this video may not be suitable for children below 13 years of age Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in English Story E

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Transcripts Wiki Fandom
When the sun rose Snow White awoke. How frightened she was when she saw the seven dwarfs. But they were friendly and asked her name “Snow White” she replied. The eldest dwarf said “Well Snow White if you will take care of our house then you may live here” And Snow White agreed with all her heart.

Snow White Shorter Version Storynory
September 13th, 2020 - Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Musical Weiss Snow White The Queen’s Fair Daughter Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs as Performed by Professor TJ Barker’s Troupe of Theatricals Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs Musical Pickering One Magic Kiss Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Snow White and the 7 dwarves magicparrot.com
September 11th, 2020 - NARRATOR As music plays Sadly the Woodcutter called for Snow White. ENTER SNOW WHITE. He told her they were going on a picnic. He took her by the hand and led her deeper and deeper into the dark dark woods. After a while Snow White felt tired. They had walked for miles. Snow White sat down. The Woodcutter took his axe.
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